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Abstract
This study developed a new method to derive forest type information from large-footprint lidar data based on full waveform analysis. For this purpose, the raw waveform was decomposed into Gaussian components, and canopy return and ground return of the waveforms were separated. Two types of metrics hypothesized to have relationship with forest types were derived from the canopy return part of the waveform. The first type of metrics is quantile-based metrics reflecting the vertical distribution of canopy return energy, and the second type is statistical characteristics of the Gaussian components of canopy return part. Support Vector Machine classification was applied to different combinations of the metrics to find their relationship with different forest types. The results showed that the second type of metrics, indicating the canopy stratum characteristics, showed great promise in separating broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests with the accuracy ranging from 88.68 percent to 90.57 percent and Kappa statistic from 0.7406 to 0.7868.

Introduction
Forest ecosystems play an important role in global carbon budgets because they are recognized as one of the largest reserves of terrestrial carbon (IPCC, 2001). They can influence climate change by affecting the amount of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere through nature (e.g., photosynthesis and respiration of plants) and anthropogenic (e.g., deforestation and afforestation) processes (Brown et al., 1996; Dixon et al., 1994; Patenaude et al., 2005). Generally, carbon sequestration in forest is studied through the biomass of trees, and age. Nevertheless, there have been no studies that tried to separate them. Another study (Duong et al., 2006) first tried to examine the relationships between lidar waveform metrics and different forest types. Two types of metrics, front slope and centroid, were extracted from ice-Glas lidar waveforms on terrain with slope less than 5 degrees and grouped in eight categories according to land-cover types in central Siberia. However, the two types of metrics showed great overlapping between different forest types and couldn’t separate them. Another study (Duong et al., 2006b), conducting land-cover classification using waveform lidar on flat areas, only tried to classify vegetation as a whole class, while no sub-classification of different forest types was attempted.
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Research Problem
Figure 1 shows a typical lidar waveform profile and some common waveform-derived metrics. Drake et al. (2002) extracted lidar canopy height (LHT), the height of median energy (HOME), the height/median ratio (HTRT), and ground-return ratio (GRND) and used them in a stepwise regression to predict field measured basal area. QMFD and field estimated AGBM. Ranson et al. (2004) proposed metrics front slope angle and tried to examine the relationship between this metrics and forest stand characteristics in Central Siberia area.

However, the five existing large-footprint lidar waveform-derived metrics (Figure 1): (a) Lidar Canopy Height (LHT), (b) the height of median energy (HOME), (c) the Height/Median Ratio (HTRT), (d) Ground Return Ratio (GRND), and (e) Front Slope Angle, which are commonly used to describe vertical canopy structure characteristics (Brenner et al., 2003; Drake et al., 2002; Ranson et al., 2004), are all incapable of distinguishing different forest types, because even for the same forest type, those metrics can vary a lot with the influence of factors such as canopy height, tree density, sub-canopy structure, and slope.

- **Lidar Canopy Height (LHT)** is calculated as the distance between the signal start and the center of the last Gaussian pulse. This metric can be regarded as a direct measure of canopy height within the waveform footprint, especially on flat terrain; but, it can be affected by slope.

- **Height of Median Energy (HOME)** is the height at which half of the return energy of the waveform is above and half below. It is not only affected by the tree height and the vertical canopy structure distribution, but may also sensitive to tree density and ground cover type.

- **HOME/LHT Ratio (HTRT)** is the HOME divided by canopy height. Compared with HOME, HTRT normalizes tree height. However, it is still influenced by other factors affecting HOME, such as vertical canopy structure distribution and tree density, and is therefore not an ideal metric for distinguishing forest types either.

- **Ground Return Ratio (GRND)** is the ratio of ground return energy and the total energy contained in the waveform. GRND only provides an approximation of the degree of canopy closure with certain canopy assumption. It may also be influenced by ground cover type. As a result, it is also unsuitable for use in deriving forest type information.

- **The Front Angle** is the angle between the vector from the signal start to the first peak of canopy return energy and the vertical direction. To a large extend, this metrics is determined by both vertical structure distribution and canopy density of the top-most canopy. Consequently, it is not possible to derive forest type information from this single metric.

For good indicators of different forest types, the metrics should be able to distinguish between different forest types, while remaining insensitive to other forest structure characteristics and terrain factors. In order to derive forest type information from large-footprint lidar waveforms, new metrics that can reflect the different vertical canopy structures between different forest types without much bias of other factors, such as forest height, density, and slope, have to be found.

For this purpose, it is intuitive to focus more on the canopy return part of the waveforms. As different forest types are expected to have different vertical distributions of canopy structures (Lamotte et al., 1998), the differences are expected to be reflected in the canopy return energy and result in typical waveform characteristics in canopy return part. So in our proposed method, the canopy return part and ground return part will be first separated from the large-footprint lidar waveform. Then, two types of metrics hypothesized to have relationship with forest types will be extracted from the canopy return part of the waveforms.

The first group of metrics, R25, R50, and R75, which will be tried to derive from the lidar waveform, are some quantile-based metrics based on the vertical distribution of canopy return energy as shown in Figure 1. Blair et al. (1999) and Kimes et al. (2006) used H25, H50, and H75 as a relatively direct measure of the vertical profile of canopy components. H25 is the 25 percent quartile height calculated by subtracting the elevation at which 25 percent of the return energy occurs from the ground elevation (Kimes et al., 2006). In our study, CH25, CH50, CH75 are proposed as heights of 25 percent, 50 percent, and 75 percent canopy return energy relative to signal start and distributed over the waveform interval between single start and the ground return. This group of quartile heights is an improved version of H25, H50, and H75, which exclude the influence of ground return and serve as a more direct measure of the vertical profile of canopy components. Then, the ratios R25, R50, and R75 will be calculated by dividing CH25, CH50, and CH75 by canopy return energy.
height to normalize the influence of different canopy heights and the waveform spreading effect caused by topographical slope. In this way, metrics R25, R50, and R75 can reflect the vertical canopy structure distribution of the forest, which is assumed to be different among different forest types.

In addition, the returned waveform can be regarded mathematically as a composition of several Gaussian curves and reflect Gaussian surfaces (Brenner et al., 2003; Wagner et al., 2006), in the scene of forests, the layers of branches and foliage. Different tree species, especially broad-leaved and needle-leaved trees usually have distinct vertical stratum characteristics, which are supposed to be reflected by the characteristics of the decomposed Gaussian curves, i.e., the Gaussian curve slope, which is calculated by dividing the amplitude of the Gaussian component by its standard deviation. When compared with broad-leaved trees, the needle-leaved trees usually have more obvious and regular canopy stratum patterns. It is then hypothesized that the average of the decomposed Gaussian curve slopes of the canopy return of waveforms of needle-leaved forests will be larger than that of broad-leaved trees, while the standard deviation of the decomposed Gaussian curve slopes of the canopy return of waveforms of needle-leaved forests smaller than that of broad-leaved forests. Therefore, the second group of metrics, the average of the decomposed Gaussian curve slope (AGS), the standard deviation of the decomposed Gaussian curve slope (SGS) and the Modified SGS (MSGS), which are statistical characteristics of decomposed Gaussian curves in the canopy return part of the waveform, are proposed and will be extracted from the decomposed waveforms as shown in Figure 3. After these two types of metrics are extracted from the lidar waveforms, their relationship with different forest types will be further explored.

In this way, the presented research aims to investigate the possibility of using full-waveform, spaceborne, large-footprint lidar to derive forest type information, thus extending the application of large-footprint lidar and potentially contributing to the global methodology of a more accurate biomass estimation using large-footprint waveform lidar. Full waveform date from ICESat/GLAS was used in our research. The footprint of GLAS on Earth’s surface are nominally 70 m in diameter, and the space between footprints is about 175 m. The study area was selected in Wangqing forest, a cool temperate forest in Jilin Province, China because of its variable forest types and the availability of ICESat-GLAS data.

Methods

Study Area
The study area is Wangqing forest area (43°05′N to 43°40′N, 129°56′E to 131°04′E), which is located in Jilin Province, China (Figure 4). Its area is approximately 85 km × 60 km and belongs to the Changbai mountain system, which is one of the most valuable reserves because of its rich gene pool of many plant species with the altitudinal vegetation zone in the mountain system. Wangqing forest is a cool temperate forest and dominated by a cool temperate continental climate. The elevations of the study area vary, ranging from 360 m to 1,477 m above sea level, and the steepest slopes are more than 100 percent (45 degrees). The natural vegetation in the study area is dominated by Pinus koraiensis, Tilia amurensis, Quercus mongolica, Fraxinus mandshurica, and Acer mono, and the mean forest canopy height is approximately 20 m (Xing et al., 2010). The forests in the study area can be classified into three types: broad-leaved forest, needle-leaved forest, and mixed broad/needle-leaved forest.

ICESat Data
A full waveform dataset obtained from the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) onboard the Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) with cloud-free profile during the forest growth season of 27 October 2006 over the study area was acquired from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC). ICESat provides 15 products from GLA01 to GLA15. In the study, the full waveform is derived from GLA01 (Global Altimetry Data Product) and precise geo-location of footprint centers from GLA14 (Global Land Surface Altimetry Data Product). A GLA01 waveform is linked to a GLA14 location by index and shot number.

Ancillary Data
A cloud-free Landsat TM satellite image acquired at the same time of year as when the fieldwork was conducted and a digital elevation model (DEM) of the study area were used in the fieldwork for visual interpretation of footprint location and to help design the sampling strategy. The Landsat TM image was geo-referenced and has a resolution of 30 m including seven bands of information. The horizontal resolution of the DEM is 20 m, and it was used to derive the slope map for footprint sampling plot design.

Field Sampling
Fieldwork was carried out in the Wangqing forest area in September to October 2007. A modified stratified random sampling method by segment slope was applied in the fieldwork due to the complex and rough terrain in the mountainous forest area, and the footprints in most cases are located in remote forest area far away from roads. A total of 103 circular plots centered on ICESat-GLAS lidar footprints with slope-corrected area of 500 m² were allocated in proportion to stratum size and measured in the footprints throughout the study area (Figure 4).

A Garmin eTrex GPS receiver with 10 m horizontal accuracy in dense forest conditions was used to locate the center of sampling plots coinciding with the center of ICESat footprints. The study tried to investigate the relationship between the forest type and lidar waveform profile, so in each plot, forest type, dominant tree species, and a maximum tree height were first recorded. Meanwhile, stem count and diameter at breast height (DBH) of broad-leaved and needle-leaved trees with DBH greater than 10 cm was measured, since these trees are the main contributors of the characteristics to the waveform profile. According to the data collected in the fieldwork, the footprint plots were classified into three categories: needle-leaved forest if the
number of needle-leaved trees in the plot exceeded 70 percent, broad-leaved forest if the number of needle-leaved trees were under 15 percent, and otherwise mixed broad-/needle-leaved forest. Moreover, the actual slope of every sample plot was measured for comparison to the DEM derived slope, and to categorize the ICESat-GLAS lidar footprints in the data processing stage.

Waveform Processing

The ICESat-GLAS waveform data first goes through a pre-processing stage adopted from Duong et al. (2006a and 2006b), which consisted of waveform normalization, smoothing and Gaussian fitting. Then the proposed waveform metrics were derived from them.

The global full waveform data stored in ICESat’s product GLA01 contains the voltage value of the waveforms. The voltage waveform was normalized by dividing amplitude $V_i$ at each moment $i$ by the total energy $V_T$ of the waveform, $V_T = \sum_{j=1}^{N} V_j$. The purpose of normalization was to make waveforms acquired in different epochs comparable, as different waveforms may be a result of laser pulses with different emitting energy, or captured under different atmospheric conditions. The normalized waveform can be described as $V_N(i) = \left(\frac{V_i}{V_T}\right)^N$. In this study $N$ equals 544.
Then, the normalized waveform was smoothed by a Gaussian filter with the Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) equals 3 to remove the noises in the waveform and help determine initial waveform parameters.

The smoothed waveform \( w(t) \) can be modeled as a sum of Gaussian components \( \text{G}(t) \) (Brenner et al., 2003), as shown in Equation 1:

\[
\text{w}(t) = \sum_{m=1}^{N} \text{G}(t) \text{m}, \text{ with } \text{G}(t) = A_{m} \exp \left( -\frac{(t - t_{m})^{2}}{2\sigma_{m}^{2}} \right) \quad (1)
\]

where \( \text{w}(t) \) is the amplitude of the waveform at time \( t \), \( \text{G}(t) \) is the \( m^\text{th} \) Gaussian component, \( N \) is the number of Gaussian component in the waveform, \( A_{m} \) is the amplitude of the \( m^\text{th} \) Gaussian component, \( t_{m} \) its position, and \( \sigma_{m} \) its standard deviation.

The least squares approach was used in the fitting processing to estimate the parameters in the model. The maximum number of decomposed Gaussian components was limited to 8. The quality of the fit was tested to be robust with 95 percent of the waveforms fitted well within 25 times noise standard deviation. Figure 5 gives an example of a raw waveform fitted with Gaussian components.

**Waveform Metrics Derivation**

After the waveforms were fitted with Gaussian components, the proposed waveform metrics were extracted from them using an automatic method detailed below.

**Boundary Determination between Canopy Return and Ground Return**

As stated in Research Problem Section, in order to derive the waveform metrics proposed, the canopy return and ground return of the waveform have to be separated. It has been noted by a number of studies that the laser beam of large-footprint lidar can always hit the ground below the tree canopy even in high dense forests. In research which was carried out in a study area with relatively flat terrain by Duong et al. (2006a), the rightmost Gaussian component of the waveform decomposition was simply regarded as the return from the ground below the trees. Another study by Rosette et al. (2008) used the last one or two Gaussian peaks whichever has greater amplitude as the ground return to extract maximum vegetation height from GLAS waveforms.

However, in our research, the ground was identified as the Gaussian component with the highest peak within the right half of the waveform range. This method was applied to waveforms located on slopes of less than 25 percent (14.04 degrees), which were selected in our research, for within this slope range, the height of slope would not exceed 17.5 m (footprint size × slope = 70 × 25%).

Considering the average canopy height of 20 m in the study area, the ground return would only appear in the right half of the waveform. On steeper slopes, return from canopy could be seriously convolved or blurred with the surrounding topography (Hyde et al., 2005).

After the ground return was identified, the boundary between canopy return and ground return was determined.

![Figure 5. Lidar waveform on track 121745072 with shot number 1: raw waveform (black starred line), fitted waveform (black dash-dot line), and the Gaussian components (grey solid)](image)
In our study, the position of the boundary was set to the left of the position of the Gaussian component identified as ground return, with a distance of 1.5 times its standard derivation as shown in Plate 1a. The waveform profile and Gaussian components to the left of the boundary were then defined as canopy return portion of the waveform. Lidar canopy height (LCH) was calculated as the distance from the signal start to the position of the Gaussian component of ground return.

**Metrics Derivation**

After the boundary between canopy return and ground return was determined, two sets of waveform metrics were derived from the canopy return part of the waveform. The first set of waveform metrics, R25, R50, and R75, are quantile-based metrics of the canopy return energy; the second set of waveform metrics, AGS, SGS, and MSGS, are statistical characteristics of the Gaussian components caused by canopy reflecting.

For the first set of metrics, CH25, CH50, CH75 were first measured as the heights of 25 percent, 50 percent, and 75 percent canopy return energy relative to the signal start, respectively (Plate 1b). Then, they were divided by lidar canopy height to produce the ratios R25, R50, and R75, to normalize the influence of different canopy heights and the waveform spreading effect caused by topographical slope.

The slopes of the Gaussian components caused by canopy reflection are expected to have relationship with different forest types. The average of decomposed Gaussian curve slopes of the canopy return of waveforms of needle-leaved forests are assumed to be larger than that of broad-leaved forests, while the standard deviation of decomposed Gaussian curve slopes of the canopy return of waveforms of needle-leaved forests smaller than that of broad-leaved forests. In this case, the average and standard deviation of the decomposed Gaussian curve slopes of the canopy return of each waveform, namely AGS and SGS (Figure 3; Plate 1c), were defined in Equations 2 and 3:

\[
AGS = \bar{S} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} S_i
\]

\[
SGS = \Delta S = \sqrt{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} (S_i - \bar{S})^2}
\]

where \( n \) is the number of Gaussian components of canopy return part, \( A_i \) is the amplitude of the \( i^{th} \) Gaussian component, and \( \sigma_i \) its standard deviation.

A Modified Standard deviation of the decomposed Gaussian curve slopes of the canopy return (MSGS) was also defined as Equation 4:

\[
MSGS = \Delta S' = \sqrt{\frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} E_i}{E_T} (S_i - \bar{S})^2}
\]

where \( S_i \) is the Gaussian curve slope of the \( i^{th} \) Gaussian component of the canopy reflecting, \( E_i \) is the energy of the \( i^{th} \) Gaussian component of the canopy reflecting, \( E_T \) is the total energy of the Gaussian components of the canopy reflecting, and \( n \) is the number of Gaussian components of canopy return parts.

This Modified Standard deviation of the decomposed Gaussian curve slopes of the canopy return (MSGS) is expected to amplify the characteristics of main stratum structures of the canopy. The main canopy strata are supposed to reflect a greater portion of lidar pulse energy, thus their corresponding Gaussian components are weighted higher in the calculation of MSGS.

Plate 1. Waveform metrics derivation: (a) Boundary determined between canopy return and ground return in the waveform, (b) Height of 25 percent, 50 percent, and 75 percent canopy return energy, CH25, CH50, and CH75, and (c) The slopes of the Gaussian components contributed by the canopy reflection.
which no clear ground return was discernable or where there was only ground return (no canopy return) were excluded from the later analysis, as the proposed metrics would not be able to be derived from those waveforms. Finally, 64 waveforms were left valid for the research, of which 35 were broad-leaved forest, 18 needle-leaved forest, and 11 mixed forest.

**Metrics R25, R50, and R75 Classification Results**

Table 2 showed the confusion matrix and SVM classification result of broad-leaved and needle-leaved forest using metrics R25, R50, and R75 as input attributes. From the table we can see that the waveforms of broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests cannot be separated by this group of metrics: all the 18 waveforms of needle-leaved forest were misclassified as broad-leaved forest. The classification result showed that the metrics R25, R50, and R75, which reflect canopy vertical structure distribution, failed to separate broad-leaved and needle-leaved forest.

This result may be due to the complexity of canopy vertical structure in natural cool temperate forests. The homogeneous broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests with homogeneous tree species and canopy height usually have different typical vertical canopy structures. However, the natural forests in most cases were a mixture of different tree species and trees of different heights. The presence of understory was also common in the forest plots. Those factors made the canopy vertical structure differences between broad-leaved and needle-leaved forest not so distinct. Another reason may lie in the topographic effects on the vertical distribution of canopy return energy, which may also weaken the difference of vertical distribution of canopy return energy of different forest types.

**Metrics AGS, SGS, and MSGS Classification Result**

The metrics AGS, SGS, and MSGS, which reflect canopy vertical stratum characteristics performed better in distinguishing the two types of forests. Figure 6 illustrates a 2D plot of the SVM classification results of the two forest types using metrics AGS and MSGS. The pulse sign and cross symbols represent correctly-classified needle-leaved and broad-leaved forests, respectively. As we can see, a majority of the forests were correctly classified. Only five points were misclassified: three of them were misclassified needle-leaved forests and two were misclassified broad-leaved forests.

Another noticeable point was that there was a clear pattern in the distribution of the two types of forests in the plot. The pulse signs (needle-leaved forests) were positioned at the upper-left part of the graph, while the cross symbols (broad-leaved forests) were located at the bottom-right part. With the same AGS value, the needle-leaved forests tended to have smaller MSGS than broad-leaved forests, which agrees with our previous assumption and indicates the hypothesis that mixed forest was only ground return (no canopy return) were excluded from the later analysis, as the proposed metrics would not be able to be derived from those waveforms. Finally, 64 waveforms were left valid for the research, of which 35 were broad-leaved forest, 18 needle-leaved forest, and 11 mixed forest.

**Results and Discussion**

**Field Data Description**

A total of 103 field plots of data were collected during the fieldwork. However, waveforms which were located on slope large than 25 percent (equal to 14.04 degrees), and those in which no clear ground return was discernable or where there was only ground return (no canopy return) were excluded from the later analysis, as the proposed metrics would not be able to be derived from those waveforms. Finally, 64 waveforms were left valid for the research, of which 35 were broad-leaved forest, 18 needle-leaved forest, and 11 mixed forest.

**Metrics R25, R50, and R75 Classification Results**

Table 2 showed the confusion matrix and SVM classification result of broad-leaved and needle-leaved forest using metrics R25, R50, and R75 as input attributes. From the table we can see that the waveforms of broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests cannot be separated by this group of metrics: all the 18 waveforms of needle-leaved forest were misclassified as broad-leaved forest. The classification result showed that the metrics R25, R50, and R75, which reflect canopy vertical structure distribution, failed to separate broad-leaved and needle-leaved forest.

This result may be due to the complexity of canopy vertical structure in natural cool temperate forests. The homogeneous broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests with homogeneous tree species and canopy height usually have different typical vertical canopy structures. However, the natural forests in most cases were a mixture of different tree species and trees of different heights. The presence of understory was also common in the forest plots. Those factors made the canopy vertical structure differences between broad-leaved and needle-leaved forest not so distinct. Another reason may lie in the topographic effects on the vertical distribution of canopy return energy, which may also weaken the difference of vertical distribution of canopy return energy of different forest types.

**Metrics AGS, SGS, and MSGS Classification Result**

The metrics AGS, SGS, and MSGS, which reflect canopy vertical stratum characteristics performed better in distinguishing the two types of forests. Figure 6 illustrates a 2D plot of the SVM classification results of the two forest types using metrics AGS and MSGS. The pulse sign and cross symbols represent correctly-classified needle-leaved and broad-leaved forests, respectively. As we can see, a majority of the forests were correctly classified. Only five points were misclassified: three of them were misclassified needle-leaved forests and two were misclassified broad-leaved forests. Another noticeable point was that there was a clear pattern in the distribution of the two types of forests in the plot. The pulse signs (needle-leaved forests) were positioned at the upper-left part of the graph, while the cross symbols (broad-leaved forests) were located at the bottom-right part. With the same AGS value, the needle-leaved forests tended to have smaller MSGS than broad-leaved forests, which agrees with our previous assumption and indicates the hypothesis that mixed forest was only ground return (no canopy return) were excluded from the later analysis, as the proposed metrics would not be able to be derived from those waveforms. Finally, 64 waveforms were left valid for the research, of which 35 were broad-leaved forest, 18 needle-leaved forest, and 11 mixed forest.

This result may be due to the complexity of canopy vertical structure in natural cool temperate forests. The homogeneous broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests with homogeneous tree species and canopy height usually have different typical vertical canopy structures. However, the natural forests in most cases were a mixture of different tree species and trees of different heights. The presence of understory was also common in the forest plots. Those factors made the canopy vertical structure differences between broad-leaved and needle-leaved forest not so distinct. Another reason may lie in the topographic effects on the vertical distribution of canopy return energy, which may also weaken the difference of vertical distribution of canopy return energy of different forest types.

**Results and Discussion**

**Field Data Description**

A total of 103 field plots of data were collected during the fieldwork. However, waveforms which were located on slope large than 25 percent (equal to 14.04 degrees), and those in which no clear ground return was discernable or where there was only ground return (no canopy return) were excluded from the later analysis, as the proposed metrics would not be able to be derived from those waveforms. Finally, 64 waveforms were left valid for the research, of which 35 were broad-leaved forest, 18 needle-leaved forest, and 11 mixed forest.

**Metrics R25, R50, and R75 Classification Results**

Table 2 showed the confusion matrix and SVM classification result of broad-leaved and needle-leaved forest using metrics R25, R50, and R75 as input attributes. From the table we can see that the waveforms of broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests cannot be separated by this group of metrics: all the 18 waveforms of needle-leaved forest were misclassified as broad-leaved forest. The classification result showed that the metrics R25, R50, and R75, which reflect canopy vertical structure distribution, failed to separate broad-leaved and needle-leaved forest.

This result may be due to the complexity of canopy vertical structure in natural cool temperate forests. The homogeneous broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests with homogeneous tree species and canopy height usually have different typical vertical canopy structures. However, the natural forests in most cases were a mixture of different tree species and trees of different heights. The presence of understory was also common in the forest plots. Those factors made the canopy vertical structure differences between broad-leaved and needle-leaved forest not so distinct. Another reason may lie in the topographic effects on the vertical distribution of canopy return energy, which may also weaken the difference of vertical distribution of canopy return energy of different forest types.

**Results and Discussion**

**Field Data Description**

A total of 103 field plots of data were collected during the fieldwork. However, waveforms which were located on slope large than 25 percent (equal to 14.04 degrees), and those in
can be accepted: canopy stratum characteristics can be well represented by the proposed new metrics, and that these new metrics can be utilized to distinguish broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests.

Table 3 and Table 4 further present the classification results using different combinations of this group of metrics. Among the three combinations, AGS and MSGS achieved the highest overall accuracy of 90.57 percent and a Kappa statistic of 0.7868 and best predict broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests. The metric combination AGS and SGS, though it has the same overall accuracy as that of AGS and MSGS, got a lower Kappa value of 0.7808. When SGS is added into the combination of AGS and MSGS, the overall accuracy and Kappa decreases to 88.68 percent and 0.7406, respectively, rather than obtaining a better classification result, which proved MSGS was an improved version of SGS.

Comparison of Classification Results of Different Combination of Metrics

From Table 4 showing the classification results using all the five different combinations of metrics, we can conclude that the second type of metrics, AGS, SGS, and MSGS, representing the canopy stratum characteristics, were capable of distinguishing broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests. The Kappa statistic value, together with high classification accuracy, indicated that this is a quite promising result for the classification based on full waveform analysis.

Classification Result when Mixed Forests Added In

The best indicators for broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests, metrics AGS, MSGS, identified from the previous classification, were then used to classify the dataset with mixed broad-/needle-leaved forests added in. Table 5 shows the preliminary results. The two metrics appear to be unable to distinguish mixed forests from broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests. Among the eleven mixed forests, six of them were misclassified as broad-leaved forests and the other five as needle-leaved forests. This may due to the fact that during a transition from broad-leaved forest to needle-leaved forest, waveforms returning from mixed forests will behave more similarly to needle-leaved forests, when needle-leaved tree canopy structures dominate the canopy of forest plots. This effect increases with the increased portion of needle-leaved trees, and vice versa. Another constraint of the

**Table 3. Confusion Matrix and Classification Result of Broad-leaved and Needle-leaved Forest using AGS and MSGS in SVM Classification**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification Data</th>
<th>Broad</th>
<th>Needle</th>
<th>Classified Total</th>
<th>Producer</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Producer</th>
<th>User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Broad</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>94.29</td>
<td>91.67</td>
<td>33/35</td>
<td>33/36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Needle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>83.33</td>
<td>88.24</td>
<td>15/18</td>
<td>15/17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Overall classification accuracy = 90.57% and kappa = 0.7868

**Table 4. Comparison of SVM Classification Results of Different Combinations of Metrics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Classified total correct</th>
<th>Overall Accuracy</th>
<th>Kappa</th>
<th>Producer</th>
<th>User</th>
<th>Producer</th>
<th>User</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R25, R50, R75</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>66.04</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.7808</td>
<td>94.29</td>
<td>91.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGS, SGS</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>90.57</td>
<td>0.7868</td>
<td>94.29</td>
<td>91.67</td>
<td>83.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGS, MSGS</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>90.57</td>
<td>0.7868</td>
<td>94.29</td>
<td>91.67</td>
<td>88.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGS, SGS, MSGS</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>88.68</td>
<td>0.7406</td>
<td>94.29</td>
<td>89.19</td>
<td>77.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R25, R50, R75,</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>88.68</td>
<td>0.7406</td>
<td>94.29</td>
<td>89.19</td>
<td>77.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGS, SGS, MSGS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Classification Accuracy presented in percentage.*
The research showed that the new proposed metrics derived from large-footprint lidar waveforms based on full waveform analysis can successfully separate broad-leaved and needle-leaved forests, thus further extending the application of large-footprint spaceborne lidar. The results also verified that the canopy stratum characteristics can be well-reflected by decomposed Gaussian components in the canopy return part of the waveforms and provided better understanding about how lidar pulse interact with forest canopy structures. This method has the potential to contribute to the global methodology of a more accurate biomass estimation using large-footprint spaceborne waveform lidar. It is also expected that this research could bring a unique insight into the information extraction from large-footprint spaceborne lidar waveforms in forest application and inspire new ideas about better utilization of the products provided by current and next generation satellite lidar systems such as DESDYN (Deformation, Ecosystem Structure and Dynamics of ICE) and ICESat II in monitoring global forest and ecosystems.

The method in our study was applied and tested on ICESat-GLAS waveforms on low relief areas. A more automatic method to identify the canopy return part in the waveform on large slopes is suggested in the future research, so as to examine the relationship between the different forest types and metrics extracted from waveforms on large slopes. One possible solution is to employ a relief correction model, such as the one proposed by Lefsky et al. (2005), to get the canopy height on the upslope, and in turn to obtain the canopy return range in the waveforms. In this way, the method can be applied to waveforms on terrain with larger slopes to some extent, and eliminates the subjective in ground return determination exists in many studies, to investigate the relationship between the metrics proposed and different forest types on large slope areas. Another problem that needs more investigation is how the portion of different tree types changes the behavior of the waveform and the characteristics of the proposed metrics. More field sampling is needed to conduct more comprehensive statistical analysis of the metrics and more scientific methods have to be employed to quantify the portions of different tree types in each forest plot. One possible improvement could be conducted using the portions of basal area of different type of trees, rather than the portion of different type of trees in number, to determine the field plot as broad-leaved or needle-leaved forest.
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